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Placement within the summer school and learning goals
This lecture takes place at the beginning of the summer school (Monday, 9:00-13:00). It will provide
students with the analytical tools from the Philosophy of Science to adequately assess the methods to be
learned in the upcoming days. More precisely, the learning goals are as follows:
Ø Understand the link between the complexity of economies and the need for pluralism in economic
inquiry;
Ø Understand why a plurality of methods is necessary, but that the triangulation of different
methods also comes with challenges that must be dealt with;
Ø Learn to assess, criticize and/or justify a particular method with the tools from the Philosophy of
Science. In other words: learn to assess the usefulness of distinct methods to create knowledge
about your system under investigation;
Ø Understand the benefits of agent-based modeling and the other methods introduced during the
summer school, in particular if compared with more established tools from economics.
Main content
The lecture consists of three parts: two larger presentations by the lecturer and a discussion-based part in
the middle of the lecture:

1. The relationship between the complexity of economies and pluralism in economics.
Building upon Gräbner (2017), we will discuss ontological and epistemological justifications of pluralism, all referring to
the complexity of economies. At the same time, central concepts such as “complexity”, “pluralism”, and “plurality” are
defined.

2. How models can create knowledge about reality, and how to evaluate them
Using Gräbner (2018) as a main reference, students are introduced to the DEKI framework, which explains when models
can be said to represent a target system. This entails a classification of models as ‘mathematical’, ‘physical’ or
‘computational’. Based on this analytical framework the concepts of “model validation” and “verification” are
introduced: we ask how we can relate models to reality and assess their empirical validity, how the model purpose
dictates the adequate means to do so, and what kind of trade-offs between various model purposes (such as ‘explanation’
or ‘prediction’) exist.
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3. Method bias, trade-offs in model selection, and challenges for triangulation
Extending the discussion from above we ask what happens epistemologically if a particular kind of modeling dominates
other kinds a priori. The concept of ‘method bias’ to describe and assess this situation is introduced, applied to the
situation in economics and the methods to be introduced in the upcoming workshops. Model pluralism and triangulation
are discussed as a potential cure for method bias. At the same, they come with challenges, which – along the lines of
Gräbner and Strunk (2018) - we critically reflect upon. The presentation closes with an outlook of how the methods to
be introduced in the summer school can be used to meet these challenges.

Literature
The content of the lecture will be based mainly on the following papers, all of which are available through
the course homepage. It is highly recommendable to read the core readings in advance. The further
readings are not mandatory, but can be helpful for preparing mean questions to the presenter, or to study
selected topics in greater detail after the workshop.
Core readings:
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Verification of Computational Models, Journal of Artificial Societies and Simulation 21 (3).
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